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1.) Print a copy of the I Believe in Myself Selfie page found on page 13 for 
each student (print double-sided).

2.) Instruct students to draw and color a selfie (or portrait of 
themselves) in the space under the speech bubbles.

3.) Have a quick discussion about growth mindset and the importance of 
believing in yourself. 

4.) Instruct students to read the questions in the speech bubbles and 
think carefully about times when they persevered.

5.) Have students answer the questions in the speech bubbles.
6.) Encourage students to share their responses with one another.
7.) Hang the selfies as a display in the classroom or hallway.   

I believe in myself selfie
*see printable on page 13

1.) Print a copy of the Class Name Logo page found on page 12 for each student.
2.) Explain that each student will create a class name using alliteration if possible (e.g. 

Nannini’s Nunchucks or Turner’s Talkative Troop) and draw a class logo to go with 
the name.

3.) Collect completed sheets, number them, and display them in the classroom or 
hallway.

4.) Instruct students to carefully examine each logo.
5.) Conduct a class vote to see which name/logo students like best.
6.) Collect the votes, tally them, and pick a winner. 
7.) Have fun with the class name and logo throughout the year:

• Laminate the winning name/logo and place it prominently on the door.
• Refer to your students collectively by their class name (e.g., Ok, Nunchucks, 

who can explain our morning routine to the new student?).
• Change your class webpage to reflect the new name/logo.
• Put it on t-shirts for class trips, field days, etc.

Class Name Competition
*see printable on page 12
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1.) Divide students into groups of 4 or more. 
2.) Print a copy of the Team Marker page found on page 14 so that each group has one 

sentence. Cut apart the individual words and put each sentence in a separate envelope. 
3.) Give  each group a marker, ball of yarn, scissors, a sheet of white paper, and an 

envelope with words in it.
4.) Tell students that they must work together to put the sentence in the correct order. 
5.) Once they put the sentence in the correct order, have each student cut a piece of 

yarn that is about 15 inches long (you may want to give students pre-cut lengths of 
yarn).

6.) Have each student tie one end of their yarn to the marker. 
7.) Have each student pull their yarn until the marker is upright over their sheet of paper. 
8.) Groups will work together to write out their given sentence on the paper by 

manipulating the marker with the yarn. No touching the marker!

Team Marker

1.) Have students partner with another student in class. 
2.) Print a copy of the Back to School: Special Edition page found on page 15 

for each group.
3.) Have the student whose birthday is earlier in the year be the interviewer.
4.) Without reading any of the newspaper, the interviewer will ask the other 

student to provide a word or phrase indicated below each blank line of 
the newspaper. The interviewer will write the other student’s responses 
on each line. 

5.) Once the interviewer has completed the newspaper, have the students 
read it together. It will surely get a laugh! 

6.) If time allows, pass out another copy of the newspaper and switch 
roles.

7.) Choose groups to read their paper to the class.

Adlibs Paper Editor

*see printable on page 14

*see printable on page 15
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*see printables on pages 17-20

1.) Print a copy of the Social Media Profile page found on page 16 for each student.
2.) Explain that each student must complete their social media profile.
3.) Directions: Students must draw a picture of themselves for their profile picture, create a 

username, and then indicate their age, birthday, and three hashtags that describe them (e.g., 
#volleyballislife, #streetskater, #yoyowizard, etc.). Last, students must draw a picture for 
each hashtag that tells the class about them.

4.) Hashtag explanations:
• #hobbies – a picture of anything you do in your free time
• #goals – a picture showing any goals or things you hope to achieve
• #inspiration – a picture of something that inspires you
• #mood – a picture showing your current mood
• #nom-nom – a picture of your favorite food
• #summervibes – a picture of a thing or things that you did over the summer (e.g. visiting 

the lake, boating, rollerblading, eating ice cream, etc.)
• #happiness – a picture of anything that brings you happiness
• #family – a picture of your family
• #favs – a picture of your favorite person(s), thing(s), place(s), etc.

5.) Hang the completed profiles around your room or in the hallway as a display.

Social Media Profile
*see printable on page 16

Emoji Math Puzzle Challenge
1.) Divide students into groups of 2-3.
2.) Print a copy of the Emoji Math Puzzle Challenge page found on pages 17-18 for each 

group (print double-sided).
3.) Instructions (to say to students):

• Each group will be competing in the Emoji Math Puzzle Challenge.
• The goal is to be the first group to find the value of all the emojis.
• All your answers must be correct to win.
• You can quietly come to my desk to check an answer with me (the teacher) 

as you solve a puzzle. However, that could cost you a lot of time in this race.
• Call out “finished” when your group has solved for the value of every emoji, 

and I (the teacher) will check your answers. 
• Do NOT stop solving your puzzles when a group calls “finished”. Their answers 

may not be correct.
• Only stop solving when I (the teacher) say, “STOP, WE HAVE A WINNER!”

Use the answer key found on pages 19-20 to check students’ work.
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1.) Divide students into 4 teams, with each team standing in a circle. 
2.) Have each student take off their shoes and place them in a pile in the middle of the 

circle.
3.) Have each team stand together and form a circle around the shoe pile.
4.) On your signal, the teams must first cooperate to stand in alphabetical order by 

their first name (still in a circle). 
5.) Once they are standing in the correct order, the first team member must run to the 

shoe pile, put one of his/her shoes back on, run back to his/her spot, and tag the 
hand of the next person in line.

6.) Students will continue the race until every team member is wearing both of their 
shoes.

Modifications:
-Split the class in half for a longer game.
-Have students sit further away from the shoe pile for more physical activity.
-Students can only use one hand to retrieve and/or tie their shoe.
-After everyone retrieves one shoe, students must stand in order of their birth date, 

birth month, etc. 

Shoe Pile

1.) Have the entire class sit in a circle.
2.) Start the game by saying the first sentence of a story. (Example: Out of the 

corner of his eye, Jacob saw something really strange. See more great ideas 
for story starters on page 21.)

3.) Pick a student to add the next sentence of the story. 
4.) After that student adds a sentence, the student seated next to him/her in the 

circle must add another sentence.
5.) Continue the game until all students have added a sentence or a student is 

stumped. If multiple students get stumped, start a new story.

Modification:
-Split the class into teams, and have the team stand in a row facing the class.
-Say a sentence and call the first team member. 
-See how long the team can go before they get stumped.

Story Builders
*see printable on page 21
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1.) Print a copy of the Abstract Coloring page found on page 
22 for each student.

2.) Explain to students that they will be using these abstract 
pictures to color an eye-popping display.

3.) Encourage students to draw designs in each section or to 
vary the colors in each section to make their picture pop!

4.) Hang pictures for a classroom or hallway display.

Abstract coloring
*see printable on page 22

1.) Divide students into groups of 4.
2.) Print a copy of the Team Coloring page found on page 23 

for each group.
3.) Explain to students that their group will be coloring a 

picture together.
4.) Each student will get 5 boxes to color. 
5.) Encourage students to draw designs in their section to 

decorate it.
6.) Hang finished work for a group display.

Team Coloring
*see printable on page 23
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1.) Divide students into teams (4 or more works best).
2.) Give each team one balloon (a standard latex party balloon works best).
3.) Each team must cooperate to keep the balloon in the air for 40 seconds.
4.) If a team’s balloon hits the ground, that team is eliminated. 
5.) The last team remaining wins.
6.) After each round, add different conditions to increase the difficulty:

• Round 1: Use any part of your body.
• Round 2: Use any part of your body except your right arm/hand.
• Round 3: Use any part of your body except your arms/hands.
• Round 4: Only use your right foot.
• Round 5: Only use your head.
• Round 6: Only use your head, and no moving your feet.

Modifications:
-Divide students into groups of two.
-Use a smaller balloon to increase the difficulty. 

Balloon Juggle

1.) Have all of your students stand in a circle.
2.) Give each student a tissue.
3.) Instruct each student to hold the tissue as high as possible directly out in front 

of their body.
4.) On your signal, each student must drop their tissue and try to grab the tissue of 

the partner to their left before it drops to the ground. If the student can’t grab 
their neighbor’s tissue, they are eliminated from the game and must sit down.

5.) When you get down to the last two students, instruct them to stand across 
from each other. 

6.) Keep playing until only one student remains.

Modifications:
-Students must use a plastic cup to catch the item.
-Lower the drop level of the tissue to increase difficulty.
-Play with water balloons outside on a warm day.
-Play with ping pong balls to increase difficulty.

Grab the Tissue
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1.) Divide students into groups of 2 or more.
2.) Print a copy of the Scramble Squads pages found on pages 24-25 for each group 

(print double-sided).
3.) Explain the instructions:

• This is the Scramble Squads Challenge.
• Your team must unscramble the words of each team building quote.
• When your team has solved all of the scrambles, call out “finished”.
• All other teams must stop solving and flip their papers over.
• The team that finishes the puzzles first will go in front of the class and read 

the quote from the first puzzle.
• We’ll discuss that quote’s meaning as a class. The remaining teams will 

continue solving the scrambles.
• The next team that finishes all the puzzles will read the second quote in front 

of the class, and so on…
Use the answer key found on pages 26-27 to check students’ work.

Scramble Squads

1.) Divide students into groups of 5.
2.) Print a copy of the Team Word Challenge page found on page 28 for each group. 
3.) Each team member will write the first 5 letters of their first name (if needed, add 

letters from their last name) across a row of the grid (If a team has fewer than 
five members, a team member can do 10 letters to fill the grid.).

4.) Once the grid is filled, give each team 5 minutes to find as many words out of 
the letters on the grid as they can. 

5.) To make words, students can connect letters that are adjacent to each other 
vertically, horizontally, or diagonally.

Modifications/Replay:
-Use other icebreaker categories to fill in the grid, like the first 5 letters of their 
favorite hobby, favorite sport, favorite food, pet names, birth months, favorite 
book, favorite music artist, etc. 

Team Word Challenge

*see printables on pages 24-27

*see printable on page 28
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1.) Divide students into teams of 4-6 students.
2.) Instruct students to start each challenge sitting on the floor with their feet 

out in front of the them.
3.) Challenge #1: Every team member must move from the sitting position to the 

standing position without touching their hands to the ground. 
4.) Challenge #2: Every team member must move from the sitting position to the 

standing position while holding the hand of another team member.
5.) Challenge #3: Every team member must move from the sitting position to the 

standing position without touching their hands to the ground and only using 
their right hand.

6.) Challenge # 4: Every team member must move from the sitting position to the 
standing position without using their hands or arms in any way (e.g. no 
putting hands on the ground, holding hands, or locking arms with team 
members).

Lifting Everyone Up

1.) Divide students into teams of 6 or more students (larger teams work best).
2.) Instruct teammates to form a circle and hold hands.
3.) Give one hula hoop to each team, placing the hoop around the linked hands.
4.) On your signal, the team must pass the hoop around the circle by stepping 

through it without unlinking their hands.
5.) The first team to pass the hula hoop back to its starting point wins.

Modifications:
-Have each team start with two hula hoops that must be passed in opposite 

directions.
-Use small hula hoops (harder to pass).
-Use a knotted rope (even harder to pass than a rigid hula hoop).

Linked Hula Race
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1.) Prepare your space by creating a start point and end point with tape. 
2.) Randomly place desks, chairs, or other objects between the start and finish lines 

as the mines or obstacles.
3.) Divide students into groups of 2. 
4.) Have students choose one person to be the communicator and the other person 

to be the navigator.
5.) Blindfold the navigator.
6.) Start by allowing 2-3 teams to navigate through the minefield from start to finish. 
7.) To navigate the room, the blindfolded navigator must rely on the communicator's 

verbal instructions to help him/her get to the finish line. 

Modifications:
-Have larger teams that must hold hands and make it across the room.
-Make it a competition, and use a stopwatch to time each team.
-Allow opposing teams to create the minefield for each other and time them.
-Teams can only clap or use non-verbal communication (very tough challenge!).

Minefield

1.) Teams will use rafts (sheets of paper or paper plates) to cross an imaginary river (the 
floor in your classroom).

2.) Tape two parallel lines on the floor to create a river.
3.) Divide students into teams (3-8 students works best).
4.) Provide each team with rafts (one for each team member plus one extra raft).
5.) Tell students that they’ve approached a fast-moving river and must use the rafts to 

get across. 
6.) Explain that this game is all about communication and planning to get everyone across 

the river.
7.) Explain the rules:

• If any part of their body touches the river, the student will float away and must 
start at the beginning.

• A body part must always be touching a raft in the river or it will float away.
• Once each team member crosses the river successfully, the team wins.

Modifications:
-Use a stopwatch to time each team, and make it a whole-class competition.

River Crossing
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1.) Divide students into groups of 2-3.
2.) Print a copy of the Brain Teaser Challenge page found on pages 29-30 for each group (print 

double-sided).
3.) Instructions (to say to students):

• Each group will be competing in the Great Brain Teaser Challenge.
• The goal is to complete all of the brain teasers before the other groups.
• All your answers must be correct to win.
• You can quietly come to my desk to check an answer with me (the teacher) as you 

complete a brain teaser. However, that could cost you a lot of time in this race.
• When your group has completed all of the brain teasers, call out “finished”. I (the 

teacher) will come check your answers. 
• Do NOT stop solving your brain teasers if a group calls “finished”. Their answers may 

not be correct.
• Only stop solving when I (the teacher) say, “STOP, WE HAVE A WINNER!”

4.) Solve each brain teaser together as a class when the game is finished so that each student 
can see how to solve the problems.

Use the answer key found on pages 31-32 to check students’ work.

Brain Teaser Challenge

1.) Divide students into groups of 5-10. 
2.) Instruct students to start by standing in a circle with their hands by their 

sides. 
3.) Have everyone grab someone else's hand from across the circle (they will 

become intertwined as they do this). 
4.) They can’t grab the hand of the person on either side of them. 
5.) Double-check that students are grabbing the hands of two different group 

members.
6.) Once students have done this, they should have a giant knot. 
7.) Tell students that they have to untangle themselves. To do this, they will take 

turns moving and bending without letting go until they have untangled their 
knot.

8.) The game is completed when students have untangled the knot or reduced 
their knot down to two linked circles.

All Tied Up

*see printables on pages 29-32
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Class Logo

Class Name
Name: __________________________ 
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I Believe In Myself Selfie
Name: __________________________ 

What is one thing you will improve this year?

How do you lift yourself 
up after a tough day?

Write one nice word to 
describe yourself.

Describe one time when 
you didn’t quit.
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Team Marker Messages
Directions: Cut out the words from each message below, and pass one sentence 

out to each team. Depending on your class size, you may need to duplicate 
sentences.

We tackled hard tasks today.

We make the class better.

We always help each other.

We are all important.

Lift up your classmates

when they are feeling down.
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This year, the cafeteria at _______________ is serving up 

some really _______________ food. Your stomach will 

_______________ at the sight of the new dishes. No more plain 

cheese pizza. Now you can top it with _______________ ,

_______________ , and _______________ . The _______________ tacos 

will also make your _______________ water. They taste just 

like _______________ , but a little bit spicier. Also, you’re going 

to love our _______________ meatloaf recipe. The secret to 

our new meatloaf is that instead of using ground beef, 

we use _______________ . Full bellies make _______________
students. Bon appetit!

Greetings Students and Faculty,

It’s a pleasure to see such _______________ -looking faces on 

the first day of school. I can tell from all your _______________
smiles that this will be a _______________ year. 

Speaking of this year, there are some policy changes I’d like 

to announce. Bus service is ending immediately. Instead, 

students will ride _______________ to school or _______________
here with their _______________. Also, we have a new dress 

code. Each student must wear _______________ on your head 

and _______________ on your feet. A violation of dress code 

policy results in ________________ hours of detention. Last, no 

more _______________ in the hallways. The last student who 

tried that slipped on a _______________ and fractured his 

_______________ . Nobody wants to see any more of that. If 

we all follow these _______________ rules, I know that we’ll 

have one _______________ school year. 

Back to School:
Special Edition

Name: _____________________

1.) Get _______________ hours of sleep. 

Sleeping is the best way to power up 

your _______________ , because you 

can’t think without it!

Before School Tips 
From Your 

Teacher

number

body part

2.) Sleep in a _______________ bed so you are 

well-rested. It will make you feel like 

you’re floating on _______________.

adjective

plural noun

3.) Pack _______________ foods in your lunch 

bag. Balance is key. If you have a 

_______________ and jelly sandwich, try to 

also pack _______________ vegetables and 

fruit, too. Thinking about all this healthy 

food makes my stomach _______________.

adjective

noun

adjective

verb

4.) Remember to load your backpack full of 

_______________. You can never have 

enough _______________. 
plural noun

same plural noun

5.) Most importantly, always have a 

_______________ attitude at school. Putting 

a _______________ on your face is the 

easiest way to make friends. 

adjective

noun

P.S. I can’t wait to meet all you 

_______________.  This will be a really 

_______________ year!
plural noun

adjective

Cafeteria Serves Up New Menu

school name

adjective

verb

plural noun

plural noun plural noun adjective

body part

plural noun

adjective

plural noun adjective

A Message from the Principal

adjective

adjective

adjective

plural nouns verb

plural noun

article of clothing

article of clothing

number

verb+ing

noun

noun

adjective

adjective
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username:

Age:

Birthday:

Three hashtags about you:

1.

2.

3.

#hobbies #goals #inspiration

#mood #nomnom #summervibes

#happiness #favs#family

Name: ______________________ Social Media Profile
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Emoji Math Puzzle Challenge
Name: _____________________
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Emoji Math Puzzle Challenge
Name: _____________________
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Answer Key
Name: _____________________
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Answer Key
Name: _____________________
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1.) Here’s how I found out that talking to dogs is my super power.

2.) Max sat in his seat for his first day of school on planet Xenu.

3.) Sir John had to protect his castle from Draco, the massive black dragon.

4.) The water level was rising on the small island, so Phoebe had to think fast.

5.) Devon didn’t need to jump because her shoes began floating in the air.

6.) Theo tried to hide his magical powers from his classmates, but he really 
wanted a pizza.

7.) Hannah stepped into the time machine, and it started making funny noises.

8.) Toby opened the strange briefcase and saw millions of dollars.

9.) Regina had a pit in her stomach as she rode the bus to school.

10.) Bill, the grumpy school bus, didn’t feel like picking up students today.

11.) Donte planted the strange looking bean, and he couldn’t believe what 
sprouted.

12.) Rosie arrived at school, but no one was there.

13.) Raul repeated the magic spell from the book, and he saw something 
amazing!

14.) Shondra closed her eyes and whispered, “I wish all my school supplies 
had magical powers.”

15.) The door to the space shuttle opened, and Eddie took his first step on 
Mars.

Story starter ideas
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Abstract Coloring
Name: __________________________ 
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Team Coloring
Name: __________________________ 
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Scramble Squads
OKTWARME         SKMEA ETH

MDAER                    RWKO

YANM              ADSNH EAMK

IHLTG                    KOWR

HACE FO SU SI A IRPODANR

TBU EW RAE NA NEAOC

Names: ________________________________ 
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OKTWARME      SVDIIED       ETH

DAN

HWTOR              

KELI

EONN FO SU SI

SA FO SU

KAST

IUTLPESIML HET CSUSESC

SNNIDKSE

ICNTTOFE

LLATRAMS

Scramble Squads
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Answer Key
OKTWARME         SKMEA ETH

MDAER                    RWKO

YANM              ADSNH EAMK

IHLTG                    KOWR

HACE FO SU SI A IRPODANR

TBU HETTOGRE EW RAE NA NEAOC
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TEAMWORK MAKES THE

DREAM WORK

MANY HANDS MAKE

LIGHT WORK

EACH OF US IS A RAINDROP

BUT TOGETHER WE ARE AN OCEAN



OKTWARME      SVDIIED       ETH

DAN

HWTOR              

KELI

KAST

IUTLPESIML HET CSUSESC

SNNIDKSE

ICNTTOFE
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Answer Key

TEAMWORK THE

AND THE

DIVIDES TASK

MULTIPLIES SUCCESS

THROW KINDNESS

LIKE CONFETTI

EONN FO SU SI

SA FO SULLATRAMS

SA

NONE OF US IS AS

SMART AS ALL OF US



Team Word Challenge
Names: ____________________________________________

Words Points

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Words Points

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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4

6
11 1

3

7

0
8

2

5
12

12

9 1013

What number am I? 

Clue: I’m in the circle, star, and triangle 
only.

What number am I? 

Clue: I’m an even number, and I’m not 
in the square.

11

2

51
42

45

55 17

18

31

21 13 31

1516

Without taking your pencil off the 
paper, connect all 16 dots with 6 

straight lines. 

How many triangles contain the dot 
below?

Use the clues to help the students find their teams on the first day of school.

Student List

Patrick

Dylan

Amit

Charlie

Brandon

Xavier

Ravi

Madison

Mia

Clues
1.) Brandon and Mia are on Team 1.
2.) Patrick is not teamed up with Mia

or Ravi.
3.) Ravi and Madison are on Team 2.
4.) Charlie is not teamed up with Mia

or Patrick.
5.) Xavier is not teamed up with Ravi

or Patrick.
6.) Amit is not on Team 2.
7.) Dylan is not on Team 2

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Brain Teaser Challenge
Name: _____________________
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Find the pattern to fill in the missing 
numbers of the puzzle.

What is the number? 

How many squares are in the figure 
below?

Get the arrow to point down by 
moving only three dots.

What number should be placed 
inside the last triangle?

2 5

3

7 10

1

62

9 ?
4 3

6

1 3

0

2
4

16

0

2

4

1

5

0

3
2

1
0

3

Clue: The secret number is in exactly 
two of the shapes.

3
6

6 4 1 2 3

5 3 5

Without lifting your pen/pencil off the 
paper, draw 3 straight lines to divide the 
circle into four sections each containing 

the letters T-E-A-M.

T

T

T

T

E
E

E

E

A
M

A

A

A M

M

M

Brain Teaser Challenge
Name: _____________________
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4

6
11 1

3

7

0
8

2

5
12

12

9
1013

What number am I? 

Clue: I’m in the circle, star, and triangle 
only.

What number am I? 

Clue: I’m an even number, and I’m not 
in the square.
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Without taking your pencil off the 
paper, connect all 16 dots with 6 

straight lines. 

How many triangles contain the dot 
below?

Use the clues to help the students find their teams on the first day of school.

Student List

Patrick

Dylan

Amit

Charlie

Brandon

Xavier

Ravi

Madison

Mia

Clues

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

Answer Key

18 8

4

Brandon
Mia

Xavier

Charlie
Ravi

Madison

Patrick
Dylan
Amit
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1.) Brandon and Mia are on Team 1.
2.) Patrick is not teamed up with Mia

or Ravi.
3.) Ravi and Madison are on Team 2.
4.) Charlie is not teamed up with Mia

or Patrick.
5.) Xavier is not teamed up with Ravi

or Patrick.
6.) Amit is not on Team 2.
7.) Dylan is not on Team 2



What is the number? 

How many squares are in the figure 
below?

Get the arrow to point down by 
moving only three dots.

What number should be placed 
inside the last triangle?
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7 10

1
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Clue: The secret number is in exactly 
two of the shapes.

3
6

6 4 1 2 3

5 3 5

Without lifting your pen/pencil off the 
paper, draw 3 straight lines to divide the 
circle into four sections each containing 

the letters T-E-A-M.

T

T

T

T

E
E

E

E

A
M

A

A

A M

M

M

Answer Key

4

8 8

16

20

13
32
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Find the pattern to fill in the missing 
numbers of the puzzle.



Black and 
White 

version 
also 

included!
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